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CANONICALSUBGROUPS OF FORMAL GROUPS
BY
JONATHAN LUBIN
Abstract. Let R be a complete local domain of mixed characteristic. This
paper gives a complete answer to the question: "If F is a one-dimensional
formal group over R of finite height, when is there a canonical morphism
F' -* F' that lifts Frobenius?" For given height h, a universal family of
formal groups F with such a morphism is constructed, and the shape of F' is
described for small values of h.

Let X be an Abelian variety or a divisible commutative formal group, of
dimension n, defined over a/»-adic integer ring R. Let k be the residue-field of
R and X' = A XÄ k, and suppose in the Abelian variety case that A" is also
an Abelian variety. Then in either case, X' has a canonical subgroupscheme
of order/?", the kernel of the Frobenius morphism frob: X'—>X'^ where
X'M may be thought of as the structure obtained from X' by raising the
coefficients of all defining relations to the /?th power, and frob is the
morphism that raises each coordinate of a given point to the/?th power.
The question then arises: under what circumstances may there be an A"*
and a morphism </>:X -» A*, both defined over R, such that (A"*,<J>)
XR k =
(X*p\ frob)? An equivalent formulation is: when is there a finite
groupscheme T of X, defined over R, such that T X R k = ker(frob)? In case
R is not highly-enough ramified over Zp, there may be no lifting of the kernel
of Frobenius [10], but in general a finite extension of R will bring in
subgroups reducing to ker(frob). The question to be attacked here is rather:
under what conditions is there a canonical lifting of the kernel of Frobenius?
Although I will treat only the one-dimensional formal case in this paper, I
can point out here the original motivation for this question, which comes
from the study of elliptic curves. If E is an elliptic curve over R with good
reduction, then "reduction modulo/?" sends geometric points of E to geometric points of E'. Calling [p]E the endomorphism "multiplication by/?" on E,
we see that if E' is ordinary, i.e. not supersingular, then ker[/?]£ has exactly/?
points that go to identity under reduction modulo /?. Thus when E' is
ordinary
ker(reductionmod/?)

n ker[/?]£
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is the subgroup of E of order/? whose associated groupscheme is the lifting of
ker(frob). But if E' is supersingular, everything in ker[/?]£ is annihilated
under reduction modulo /?. A simple pair of examples that suggests the
complications that arise, is the following:
(a) v2 + y = x3 defined over Z2,

(b) v2 + V2 xv + v = x3 over Z2[V2 ].
Since points of order two are just those where the tangent is vertical, one sees
easily that in case (a), all three points (a, ß) in ker[2] that are different from
the neutral point at infinity have v2(a) = — 2/3 (two-adic valuation written
additively and normalized so that v2(2) = 1), and in fact these three points
are conjugate over Z2, thus indistinguishable in an essential way. On the other
hand, in case (b), there is one point (a, ß) in ker[2] for which v2(a) = — 1,
while if (y, 8) is either of the others (other than the neutral point), then
v2(y) = — 1/2. In this case, the group consisting of the neutral point and
(a, ß) is the desired canonical subgroup. In terms of the methods developed
in this paper, the difference between the two examples is that in case (a), the
2-adic valuation of the "formal modulus" is > p/(p + 1), while in case (b),
the formal modulus is V2 , whose 2-adic valuation is \ <p/(p
+ 1).
The question of the existence of canonical subgroups of elliptic curves
began with Deligne and Täte, who analysed the /?-adic properties of the
classical modular equation ^(A", Y) = 0. The polynomial ^(A, Y) has its
coefficients in Z, is symmetric and of degree p + 1 in each variable, and has
the property that for elliptic curves E and £", there is an isogeny of degree/?

from E to £" if and only if ®p(j(E'),j(E))

= 0. Let ATbe a/?-adic local field,

with ring of integers R and maximal ideal m c R, and let { ßx, . . . , ßn} be
elements of an unramified extension of Qp representing all they-invariants in
characteristic p of supersingular elliptic curves. It is clear that if j is an
element of K which is incongruent modulo m to all the /?„ then since any E
defined over K with invariant j has a canonical subgroup 5 of order/? defined
over K, there is a canonical value / E K, namely the invariant of E' = E/S,
with <&p(j',j) = 0. The mapping j *-*/ is/?-adically analytic. Täte showed in
the case p = 2, and Deligne proved generally, that this mapping could be
extended from the set where vp(j — /?,) < 0 for all / to the set where
vp(j — ßd <p/(p
+ 1) for all /'. Deligne's theorem is fully treated in [3], but
from a standpoint that de-emphasizes the role of the canonical subgroup,
while Katz in [4] has given a detailed theory of canonical subgroups of elliptic
curves.
In this paper I will concentrate entirely on the case of formal groups of
dimension one, leaving the study of higher-dimensional Abelian varieties and
formal groups to later papers. The first sections are concerned with the
existence of canonical subgroups of formal groups defined over rings of
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integers in finite field extensions of Qp, and with the shape of the quotientgroups. The last sections describe just what local families of formal groups
have canonical subgroups, and in an appendix is proved a "Local Factorization Principle" which is used throughout the paper.
As a general source of background, [1], [5] or [7] may be suggested. We will
be using without comment the existence, but not the explicit construction, of
quotients of formal groups by finite subgroups: [8] works for the one-dimensional case, but a more general and more abstract way of looking at it can be

found in [11] or [2].
Standard notations used here will be: R, the field of real numbers; Z, the
ring of integers, /?[[x]], the ring of formal power series over the ring R, in the
variable x or the set of variables denoted by x; Qp, the field of /?-adic
numbers; Zp, the ring of /»-adic integers; v, the p-adic valuation on any
algebraic extension of Qp, additively written and normalized so that v(p) = 1;
[n]F, the endomorphism of multiplication by n in a commutative formal
group F. All formal groups mentioned in this paper will be commutative and
one-dimensional.
This paper is the result of research done over a fairly long period, and I can
thank here only a few of the institutions and persons whose help I benefited
from: N. Katz, the Institut Henri Poincaré, the Piscine Deligny, G. B.
Winters, the National Science Foundation, K. Lonsted, and Kobenhavns
Universitets Matematiske Institut.

1. Standard generic formal groups; the Local Factorization Principle. To
begin, let us recall some concepts from [9].
Let (/-, m) be a local ring with residue-field k = r/m. A homomorphism of
/--formal groups, </>:F—» G, is a *-isomorphism

if F Xr k = G Xr k, and

<j>X r k is the identity. Suppose that r is complete and noetherian and that k is
of characteristic p > 0. Given a one-dimensional commutative formal group
F over r, of finite height h, the functor that associates to each complete
noetherian local /--algebra (R, M) the set of *-isomorphism classes of A-formal groups G for which G XR (R/M) = F Xr (R/M) is representable by
formal-affine (h — l)-space over r. To be down-to-earth, we can say that
there is then a formal group T,
, defined over /-[[/]] = r[[tx, . . ., th^x]],

such that

(i) r0 = f,
(2) If G is an Ä-formal group with G XR (R/M) = F Xr (R/M), then
there is a unique (h — l)-tuple (a,,. . ., ah_x) of elements of M and a unique
*-isomorphism <j>:G —»ra.
According to [9], T, may be chosen so that

ro.o,/.,h^x,y)=F(x,y)

- u^C^x,

y) mod(x,yY+\
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where Cp¡(x,y) = ((x + yf\ - xp' - yp')/p, and where («„ ..., uh_x) is any
(h — l)-tuple of units of r. In fact, we can apply [5, Lemma 6, p. 267] to see
that the choice w, = (1 - pp'~x)~l E r gives the endomorphism [/?], = [p]T

of r, the form

Mo,...,o,,,.,„Jx)=[pUx)

+ t¡Xp'mod(xp'+x).

In case/? generates the maximal ideal m of r, [/?], necessarily has the form
h-\

[p],(x)

= pxg0(x) + 2

',-*'&(*) + x'gh(x),

1= 1

where for each / < h, g¡(x) is a unit in r[[tx, . . ., f,]][[x]], and gh is a unit in
/*[[/]][[x]]. In case T, is of this form, it will be called a standard generic formal

group of height h.
Now suppose that (R, M) is a local domain, and let fix) = 2°10 aix' E
Ä[[x]]. Let r > 0. I will say that f has a vertex at r if for all /', j with

0 < i < /- </, aj-'aJ-'/ar'

E M.

If in addition n > /• is such that for all i < r we have a"~r/a"~'
6M, I
will say that/ is o/contingent order less than n. This will certainly be the case
if an is a unit of R.
One sees immediately that in case R is a discrete valuation ring with
additive valuation V, the condition

v^af-'af-'I'a*-')

> 0 (all i,j with 0 < i < r <j)

is exactly equivalent to the existence of a vertex of the Newton polygon of /at
(r, V(ar)). The condition

Via?-y a?-')

>0

(all/</•)

just says that the segment of the Newton polygon of / that is immediately to
the left of (r, V(ar)), when extended rightwards, crosses the horizontal axis at

or to the left of (n, 0).
The following proposition
throughout this paper.

Local

Factorization

is proved in the Appendix, but will be used

Principle.

Let (R, M) be a complete local domain

which is integrally closed, and let fix) = 2J10 a¡x' G Ä[[x]]. If f has a vertex
at r > 0 and finite contingent order, then fix) = g(x) • h(x) where g(x) is a
monic polynomial of degree r over R with g(x) = xr mod M, and h(x) E
Ä[[x]]. Furthermore, //</>:R —>Rq is a local morphism into a rank-one valuation
ring with additive valuation V, and if <p(ar) ¥= 0, then for every root p of g* and
every root a of h* in Rq, we have V(p) > V(a).

(In the special case that ar is a unit of R, the Local Factorization Principle
is a corollary of the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem.)
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2. Existence of canonical subgroups. In this section, A will denote the ring of
u-integers in a field K which is complete with respect to a rank-one valuation
v that extends the p-adic valuation of Qp, K will denote a fixed algebraic
closure of K, and A will be the integral closure of A in K.
Let F be any one-dimensional formal group over A. The set {a E K:
v(a) > 0} becomes a group F(A) under F by the rule (a, ß) —>F(a, ß) since
any two elements of K are in a finite extension of #, which is complete with
respect to v. In fact, since F(a, ß) = a + ß + terms involving both a and ß,
we have v(F(a, ß)) > min(v(a), v(ß)), and so F(A) has a natural filtration:
for any positive real number X we set F(A)X = {a E K: v(a) > X), a subgroup of F(A) which in fact is independent of the coordinatization of F. That
is, if </>:F-* F' is an isomorphism, <j>(F(A)x)= F'(A\.
Definition. If S is a finite subgroup of F(A), the subgroup S" of S is a
congruence subgroup of S if there is a positive real number X for which

S' = S n /L4\.
Definition. The subgroup S of F(A) is a congruence-torsion subgroup of F
if there is a positive real number X for which S = {a E F(A\: there is an «

such that lp"]F(a) = 0}.
It is not hard to see that a congruence-torsion subgroup must be finite.
A finite flat subgroupscheme of a formal group F over A will be
Special [[x]]/(/(x))), where / is a monic polynomial over A such that/(x) =
x" mod m, where m is the maximal ideal of A, and n > 0 is the degree of/
and such that f(F(x, y)) is in the ideal (f(x),f(y)) of ^4[[x, v]]. Examples are
the monic polynomials that come via the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem
from the power series [p"]F(x), if F is of finite height.
Definition.
If G is a finite flat subgroupscheme of F, then a subgroupscheme G ' of G is a congruence subgroupscheme of G if G'(A) is a
congruence subgroup of G(A). G is a congruence-torsion subgroupscheme of F
if G(A) is a congruence-torsion subgroup of F(A).
The canonical lifting of the kernel of the Frobenius morphism that we are
looking for is just a congruence subgroupscheme of order p in keT([p]F). The
questions to be answered in this paper are: when does a formal group have a
congruence-torsion subgroupscheme of order p, and what is the shape of the
quotient group with respect to it; is there a universal formal group with such
a subgroupscheme; and some other questions formed from these by straightforward generalization.
Theorem A. Let A0 be the ring of integers of a complete unramified field
extension K0 of Qp, and let T, be a standard generic formal group of height
h < oo defined over A0][tx, . . . , iA_J]. If K is a complete field extension of Kq,
and A is the ring of integers of K, with maximal ideal m, and if (ax, . . . , ah_,)
is an (h — \)-tuple of elements of m, then a necessary and sufficient condition
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for Ta to have a congruence-torsion subgroupscheme of order p is
v(ax)<

(/>"-/?)/(/?*-!)

and for each i with 1 < i < h, v(ax) < (/?' - p + (p - l)t>(a,))/(/?' - 1).
// Ta has such a subgroupscheme

G, then G X (A/m)

is the kernel of the

Frobenius morphism on Ta X (A/m).

Proof. That the stated inequalities among the v(a¡) are equivalent to the
existence of a congruence-torsion subgroup of F(A) follows from a concatenation of the formula
h-\

[pLW=«oW+

2

<*iXP'gi(x)
+ x"gh(x)

1— 1

with the Local Factorization Principle.
Indeed, if we write [p]a(x) = ~2f„x a,x', then for/?' < j </?'+1 and /' < h,
we have v(aj) > min(l, v(ax), . . . , v(a¡)). Thus for the inequalities
v(a{~paf~'/aJp~') > 0 (1 < / <p <j) to be satisfied, it is enough for the
inequalities v(apJ-papJ~x/api~x) > 0 (1 <j < h) to be satisfied. If they are,
the Local Factorization Principle applies, and there is a monic polynomial of
degree p dividing [/?]a(x), whose roots have greater valuation than all other
roots of [/?]„. The roots are distinct because the derivative of [p]a(x) is never
zero on Ta(I):

just

differentiate

[p]a(Ta(x,y))

= Ta([p]ax,

[p]^)

with re-

spect to one of the variables. Thus there is a congruence subgroup of the
kernel of [p] in Ta(A), of order p.
Conversely, if there is a congruence-torsion subgroup of Ta(A), of order p,
then the Newton polygon of [/?]a(x) will have a vertex at (p, v(ax)) and our
inequalities will be satisfied.
In case we do have a congruence-torsion subgroup S of F(A) of order p, let
fix) be the monic ^-polynomial of degree p given to us by the Local
Factorization Principle. Of course, fix) = Rs(ES(x — s). Let J be the ideal
consisting of all power series \¡/(x, y) G A[[x,y]] for which \p(s, s') = 0
whenever s, s' E S. One sees easily enough that J = (fix), fiy)). The fact that
S is a group under F implies that f(F(x,y)) E J. Since the kernel of
Frobenius in Ta X (A/m) is Spec((A/m)[x]/(xp)),
the proof is done.
In a like way, we can ask, if 1 < v < h, about the existence of a congruence
subgroupscheme of ker([p]£) of orderp". Here there are v(h — v) inequalities
to be satisfied:

,

via,)

,

(py-/?'>(«,)+

(^-/?■>(«,)

<-;-

pJ

-

p'

for all i, j with 0 < i <v < j < h, where we formally write a0 = /? and
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3. Valuation function, polytope, and copolytope. Let K be a field with an
additive rank-one valuation V. By a K-formal Laurent series in x„ . . . , x„, I
will mean an expression of the form "EaMM where each aM E K, and
M = xxe<(M)x2e¿M)
■ ■ ■ x^M\ e¡(M) E Z. The AT-formalLaurent series form a
group but not a ring. The valuation-function associated to a .K-formal Laurent

series f(xx, . . . , x„) is the function Vf. R"->R = Ru { + 00, - 00} defined
by Vßx, . . . , Q = wíM(V(aM) + 27=I e,(M)|,). One sees that if U is a
nonempty open set in R" on which Vf never takes the value —00, then for all
(ßx, . . ., ß„) <EK" for which (V(ßx), . .., V(ßn)) E U, the formal sum.fi ß)
= I.aMßx<(M)■ ■ ■ ß?(M) is Cauchy with respect to V, so that if Kis complete,
fiß) is a well-defined element of AT.Furthermore, for all £ E t/ except those
lying in an exceptional set with empty interior, if ß E K" with
(V(ßx), ..., V(ßn)) = I then F(/(/?)) = VA[V(ßx),..., V(ßn)). For exampie, if K is any complete extension of Qp and fix) = Log(x) =
2,°11(—l)'+1x'//',
v¡ is finite on the open interval (0, 00) but on no larger
interval; and v(fiß)) = vA[v(ß)) as long as v(ß) ¥= \/(p — \)pk for a nonnegative integer k.
An w-tuple/ = (/,,...
,/m) of AT-formal Laurent series in x„ . . ., x„ will
give a map 1^: R" -» Rm. But the association/-» Vf is not functorial, as the
example fix) = p + x, g(x) = —p + x, t/.g^J/0
Pg shows. However, if
the Vg-inverse image of the exceptional set of Vf still has empty interior, the
relation Vf, = Py ° Kg will hold. In particular, this is the case if g(x) E
ÄT[[x]]is a power-series in one variable without constant term.
A cone in Rm is a set C with the property that whenever a, b E C and X, p.
are nonnegative real numbers, Xa + pb E C. The cone spanned by a set A" in
R" is the smallest closed cone containing A.
If/(x,, . . ., x„) = ~2aMM is a AT-formal Laurent series, the Newton cone of
/ is the cone spanned in Rn+2 by (0, 0, . . ., 0, 1, 0) and all the points
(ex(M), e2(M), . . ., e„(M), V(aM), 1); and the Newton polytope of / is the
intersection of the Newton cone with the hyperplane of all points with last
coordinate equal to 1.
The Newton dual cone of / is the closed cone consisting of all
(£,, i2, . . . , £„, tj, £) £ R" + 2 such that 0 < tj, and for every M appearing in/

?< 2 e,(M)-Si+ V(aM)-v.
1= 1

Except for the unusual coordinatization, this is exactly the dual body of the
Newton cone. The Newton copolytope of / is the intersection of the dual cone
with the hyperplane tj = 1. It is immediate that if Va[^x,. . . , £„) ¥= — 00, then
(£„ ...,£,,
1, VAl£)) is a boundary point of the Newton copolytope of /
Therefore two formal Laurent series have the same Newton polytope if and
only if they have the same valuation function.
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4. The quotient by the congruence-torsion subgroup of order p. In this
section the notations and conventions are as in §2.

Theorem B. Let A0 be the ring of integers in a complete unramified field
extension K0 of Qp, let A be the ring of integers in a finite field extension K of
K0, and let m be the maximal ideal of A. Let Tt be a standard generic formal
group of height h < oo defined over AJUt^ . . ., th_x]], and let A, = (r,)*, where
<p: A0—*A0 is the Frobenius automorphism of A0: <j>(a)= ap mod p A 0. Let
(ax, . . . , ah_x) be an (h — \)-tuple of elements of m.

(1) Ifv(ax) < (ph - p)/(ph

- 1) and for every i with 1 < i < h,

e(«i) < (/>' - P + (P - !)»(«,))/ (/>' - O,
then there is a unique (h — \)-tuple (/?,, . . ., ßh_x) of elements of m and a
unique f E HomA(Ta, aß) such that fix) = xp mod m.
(2) If, in addition, that vertex of the Newton polygon of [p]T (x) that is
immediately to the right of (p, u(o¡|)) is at (p\ c) and

ü(«,)<(p'-1-l+(p-l)c)/(p'-l),
then whenever (pJ, d) is on the boundary of the Newton polygon of [p]T , for
1 < j < h, the point (pJ, pd) is on the boundary of the Newton polygon of [p]A .

Comments to Theorem B. In §6 we will see that in fact the ß's are analytic
functions of (a,,...,
aA_,), but throughout this section we will be interested
justm(v(ßx),...,v(ßh_x)).
The stronger condition on (a), of part (2), will certainly be satisfied if
v(ax) < \/(p + 1). The conclusion in part (2) implies that the vertices of the
two Newton polygons are in one-to-one correspondence, and in particular
that u(/?,)= pria,).
Proof. The hypotheses guarantee the existence of a congruence-torsion
subgroup S of order p, and thus of a quotient formal group F = Ta/S over

A, which may be coordinatized so that F X (A/m) = (Ta X (A/m)fp) = Aq
X (A0/pA0), and so that the quotient morphism /0: r„ —»F has /0(x) =
xp mod m. The existence of a ""-isomorphism F^>Aß follows from the fact
that A is noetherian and A, is a standard generic formal group. Thus part (1)
is proved.
Now suppose that («) satisfies the stronger condition, and let g: Aß —*Ta
be the left complement

of/in

[p] namely g ° / = [p]a: Ta -* Ta.

The bounded segments of the Newton polygon of [p](x) are in one-to-one
correspondence with the vertices of the copolygon; if the slope of a segment is
— p., the first coordinate of the corresponding vertex is p. The nonzero
elements of the congruence-torsion subgroup S of Ta correspond to the
leftmost nonvertical segment of the polygon from (1, 1) to (p, t?(a,)), and thus
to the vertex ((1 — v(ax))/(p — 1), •) of the copolygon. But these elements of
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S are just the nonzero roots of fix). Thus we know exactly the shape of the
copolygon of /: from (0, 0) the first segment rises to the vertex ((1 —
v(ax))/(p — 1), (p — pv(ax))/(p
— 1)). This is the only vertex of the copolygon of/; from it proceeds rightwards a segment of slope 1, corresponding to
the vertex (1, •) of the polygon. Thus we have:

PÍ

for 0 < I <

I - v(ax) + £

for£>

»,«) =

1 - v(ax)

p-1

1 - v(ax)

p-1

Since the valuation-function
vp of [p]Ta is equal to vg ° vf, we can say
immediately what vg is. We know from our hypotheses that (v(ax) — c)/

(p - 1) < (1 - v(ax))/(p - 1), and that for (v(ax) - c)/(p - 1) < |<
- v(ax))/(p

- 1), vp(0 = v(ax) +pL

vp(0 =\+i
follows that

Also, Vf-\Q = t/p

while

for £ > (1 - v(ax))/(p

(1

- 1),

for 0 < ¿ < (p - pv(ax))/(p - 1). It

v.(t/p)

v(ax) - c

for0<£<

«>.«> =
v(ax) + ¿

for | >

p'-'-l
«(«i) - c

P'-'-l

'

But since [p]A = / ° g, the valuation-function of this power series is just
Vf ° vg. Once we know that
(p — 1), we can then conclude

»/.*«)

=

vg((v(ax) — c)/(p'~x

pvp(i/p)

for£<

pv(ax) + pi

for

1 +£

for i >

— 1)) < (1 — v(ax))/

v(ax)

- 1

v(ax) - c

p'-'-l

<I <

1 -pt?(ai)
p-\

1 -pv(ax)
P- 1

But
lv(ax)-c\

v(ax) - c

Vg\~7zr^T)= ü(ai) T31^-=
which is less than (1 - v(ax))/(p
v(ax) <

p'

xv(ax) - c

p'--i

'

- 1) because of the hypothesis
-\+(p-\)c

p'-l

We now know that if the copolygon of [p]r

has a segment given by the
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formula £ = d + pJ£, j ¥= 0, then [p]A has a segment given by the formula
£ = pd + pJ£, and conversely. Q.E.D.
Let us observe that for a subgroup S of T(A) which is cyclic of orderp", S
is a congruence subgroup of ker[pr] if and only if S is a congruence-torsion
subgroup of T. Indeed, suppose S = [a £ T(A): [pr]r(a) = 0 and v(a) > X};
without loss of generality, we may suppose that X is the common valuation of
the generators of S. If [ps](ß) = 0, and ß £ S, then either s < r, when
already we know that v(ß) < X, or else s > r,in which case we may suppose
that [ps~x](ß) ¥= 0. Then [p*~r](ß) = ß' E ker[pr], with v(ß') >v(ß);
if

ß' £ S, then v(ß') < X, and if ß' E 5, then /?' is a generator of S, so
u(/?') = X. Thus S is a congruence-torsion subgroup of T. The converse is

immediate.
Corollary

B. Let K0, A0, K, A, m, and T, be as in Theorem B. If k > 1,

and («,, . . ., ah_x) is an (h — \)-tuple of elements of m such that v(ax) <
\/pk~\p
+ 1), then Ta has a cyclic congruence-torsion subgroup of order pk.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that there is a sequence of formal groups,
and morphisms lifting Frobenius

r

—vk {L t*-1 -^. . . _^r'

{L r°

where a* - («f*, . . . , aj/2x), Tk = T,, ak = a, and T{ = (TJt+lf, so that all
the r^ are standard generic formal groups over Ad[tx, . . . , th_x]}.We know
that ify > 1,
ü(«p>) =pü(af+1>)

< l/p^-2(p

+ 1).

For typographical convenience, write Fj for 1^,, and a. for v(aSp).
We can see by induction that the copolygon of /, ° f2 ° • ■ ■ ° fj has as its
first segment the line f = pJ£ and as its second the line f = 1 — axpJ~ x£: this
is true for j = 1, and if it is true for/ — 1, then since the copolygon of fj has
only two segments, given by £ = p£ and f = 1 — a.■+ £, and since the first
segment of the copolygon of /, ° ■ • • ° fj_x has equation f = pJ~xi-, the
second segment of the copolygon of /, ° • • • ° f is given by the smaller of
the two expressions 1 — ax + pJ~x£ and p^'^l — a, + I) = pJ~l — ax +
pJ~x£. In particular this is true for y = k, so that the first vertex of the
copolygon of/, °/2 ° • • • °fkis((lax)/(pk - pk~x), ■).
Now the next-to-last vertex of the copolygon of [p]F is located at (A, •),
where —X is the slope of the second nonvertical segment of the polygon. This
segment runs from (p, ak) to (pJ, c) for some j > 1 and c > 0, so its slope is
at least ak/(p -p2): that is, X <ak/(p2 - p) = ax/(pk+x - pk). But the
hypothesis ak < \/(pk~2 +p*_1) implies a, <p/(p
+ 1), which in turn
implies ax/(pk+x - pk) < (1 - ax)/(pk - pk~x). Thus the only nonvertical
segment of the polygon of [p]F of slope less than —ax/(pk+x —pk) is the
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first one, from (1, 1) to (p, ak). This shows that the intersection of the kernels
of /, ° f2 « • • ■ ° fk and [p]F is of order p. So the kernel of /, » • • - ° fk is
cyclic, and since it is of order p*, it is contained in ker([p*]). Now if it ever
happens that ker[p] has only p elements s with v(s) > u, then for each j,
kerfp7] will have at most pJ such elements ¿. We apply this with p =
ax/(pk+x —pk) to see that ker([p*]) has exactlypk elements of value greater
than ax/(pk + x —pk), namely the elements of ker(/, » • • • ° fk), which is
thus seen to be a congruence subgroup of ker[p*].

5. Special results for heights 2 and 3.
Theorem C2. Let K0, AQ,K, A, m, Tt, and A, be as in Theorem B, but with
h = 2. For each a E m with v(a) <p/(p
+ 1), let ß be the element of m for
which there is a canonical morphismf: Ta —»A^ which lifts Frobenius. Then:

1. Ifv(a) < \/(p + 1), then v(ß) = pv(a).
2. Ifv(a) = l/(p + 1), then v(ß) >p/(p + 1).
3. // l/(p + 1) < v(a) <p(p + 1), then v(ß) = 1 - v(a).
Proof. The first assertion is contained in the conclusion of Theorem B.
In case v(a) = l/(p + 1), the Newton copolygon of [p]r has vertices at
0/(/»3 - P\P/{P2 - O) and (p/(p2 - 1), (p2+p\)/(p2 - 1)), so that
the valuation-function of/is
v(£)=\pi
'
\p/ip

+ \) + î

if£<p/(p2-l),
if|>p/(p2-l).

If 8 ° / = [p]r >tnen me valuation-function of g is

PÎ

if € < l/(p2-l),

1 i/(p

+ i) + |

if€>

i/(p2-i).

But Vfo vg(Ç)= p2! if |< l/(p2 - 1) and vf o Vg(Ç)- 1 +| if | > 1/
(p2 — 1). Thus the polygon of [p]A has only the vertices (p2, 0) and (1, 1):
v(ß)>p/(p+\).
In case l/(p + 1) < v(a) = a <p/(p + 1), the vertices of the Newton
copolygon of [p]r^ are at (a/(p2 - p),pa/(p
- 1)) and ((1 - a)/(p - 1),
(p — a)/(p — 1)), so that v} and vg are given as:

if 0 < ¿ < (1 -a)/(p*>-{?-

«ir(0 =

+Í

if{>(l-a)/(p-l),

p€

ifO < I <a/(p

a + í

if €> a/(/»-!).

- 1),

1),
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of [p]A is v} ° vg:

P2|

1- a

¡f0<|<

p - p
Vf » 0,({)

=

p2-p

1+1

p-\

if€>—?-r.

Q.E.D.

p - 1
Thus there is a mapping w that associates to any a E m with l/(p + 1) <
t>(a) <p/(p + 1), the element ß in the same set, and according to part 3 of
Theorem C2, v(Tr(tr(a))) = v(a). But unless T, = A„ it makes no sense to
compose it with itself. However, we can see that there is a natural choice of a
mapping it' that will associate a IV(a) to a Aa.

If F(x, y) is any formal group of height two over a field k of characteristic
p, then [p]p{x) = y(xp\ with y'(0) =£ 0, so that, in addition to frob £
Hom^F, F'-rt), frob(x) = xp, we have the Verschiebung
vers £
Hom^F^,
F), vers(x) = y(xp). And y is an isomorphism,
in
Homk(F(p2\ F).
Now suppose we are given a £ m, and wish to lift vers: Aq X (A0/pA0) -»
To x (¿o/pAo) to g: Aa -» T^ for some ß E m. A routine argument shows
that there is such a g if and only if v(a) <p/(p
+ 1); and that the same
relations between a and ß hold in this case as in Theorem C2. We can call the

particular ß E m that arises, ß = w'(a).

Theorem

D2. Let K0, A0, K,A,m,

T,, A, be as in Theorem B, but with

h = 2. For each a E m with v(a) <p/(p
+ 1), let fa: ra^Aw(a)
be the
canonical lifting o/frob, and let ga: Aa —»IV(a) be the canonical lifting of vers.
V !/(/>

+ 1) < v(a) <p/(p

+ 1), then ir'(-u(a))

= a, and g<a) °/a = [p]^.

Proof. The valuation-function of/, is

PÍ
Vfi0

iî t < (I - v(a))/(p

{l-v(a)+i=

- I),

if|>(l-t;(a))/(p-l).

If p is a root of [p]r , then either fa(p) = 0, or else v(p) = v(a)/(p2 —p) <
(1 — v(a))/(p — 1), in which case v(fa(p)) = v(a)/(p — 1). But the congruence subgroup of ker([p]A ) consists of the elements whose valuation is

1 — v(ir(a))

p-\

_ v(a)

p-l'

so that g„M(fa(p)) = 0. Now gff(a) ° fa has only p2 roots, and so its kernel is
the same as that of [p]r . Hence there is an isomorphism \p: Ta -> rw.()r(a))such
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that $ » [P]a = gw(a) o fa. But [p]a(x)

x mod m: i/> is a *-isomorphism,

~ (g<a)

o fa)(x)

mod m, so that «//(x) =

and thus a = Tr'(ir(a)), and »^(x) = x.

Q.E.D.
We may look at the above phenomenon from a different angle when K0 is
the quadratic unramified extension of Q . Then we have not only A, = (r,)*,

but also T, = (A,)*.
Theorem D2'. Let K0,A0, K,A,m, Tr A, be as in Theorem B, but with
[K0 : Qp] = h = 2. For each «Em with v(a) <p/(p + l), let fa: Ta -* A<a)
and ga: Aa -» IV(a) be the canonical

liftings

of Frobenius.

Let

u be the

automorphism ofT0 X (A0/pA0)for which ([p]r ° u)(x) = xp .
If I/O» + I) < v(a) <p/(p + l), then 7r'(ir(a)) = «(a), where w(f) E
^oßfl] is the unique power series for which there is an isomorphism t//(x) E

HonW['l](r" r*-(o) such that t(x) X iA0/pA0) = «(x).
The proof is similar to that of Theorem D2. Later in §6, we will see that tr
is actually /l0-analytic; it follows then that it' = it*. The transformations w
are more fully treated in [9, §3.4].
When the height is greater than two, phenomena are more complex.

Theorem C3. Let K0, A0, K, A, m, Tr and A, be as in Theorem B, but with
h = 3. For each pair iax, a2) E m X m for which Ta has a congruence-torsion
subgroup of order p, let (/?,, ß2) be the associated pair, so that there is a
canonical lifting f: Ta —»A^ of Frobenius. Then:

1. Ifviax) < ip2 - l)/(p3 - 1) andviaj

>pviax)/ip

+ 1), then

tKA)-M«i) and<H&)
>■rJf'ÍW2. Ifviax)

= ip2 - l)/(p3

- 1) and via2) > ip2 - p)/ip3

»(/?,)>4^
p3 -

3. // ip2 - l)/(p3
pviax)/ip + 1), then

-

and Ü(^)>4=LT1

1)<

+ l)u(a2)/p

=Pv(<*i)

- (1 + t;(a2))/(p
viß2)

and

u(/3,) >

-

1) and

via,)

P + v(ß2)

* —~P~+~\—

< viax) < (1 + t?(a2))/(p + 1), then

v(ßi)
5. //«(a,)

p3 - 1

viax) < (p3 - p)/ip3

viß2) = 1 - «;(«,)
4. Ifip

- 1), then

= pvia2)

and

t?( ß2) = pü(«2)-

+ 1) andvia2)
and

< (p2 - p)/ip3

u(/3,) >

p +t?(/32)

p+1

- 1), fAe«

>
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+ 1)< viax) < (p + v(a2))/(p

= 1 - «(«i)

+ v(a2)

and

7. Ifv(ax) = 1 - pvia2) and ip2 - l)/(p3
l)/(p3 - 1), then

vißx) = 1 - viax) + ü(a2)

8. If (p + lMa2)/p
pviaj, then

an¿

viß2)

a/u/

= pv(a2).

- 1) < v(ax) < (p3 - p2 + p -

ü(/32) > ^7»(/?i)-

< v(ax) < (p + «(«¿»/(p

vißx) = 1 — v(ax) + t)(a2)

+ 1) and v(ax) < 1 -

+ 1) and viax) > 1 -

viß2) = 1 _ «(aj.

The proof of Theorem C3 runs like that of C2. The theorem itself is really a
statement about the way the Newton polygon of [p]A compares with that of
[p]r . The qualitative information is summarized in the table below, and the
accompanying diagram shows where each of the eight kinds of behavior
occurs.

The analog of the interval (l/(p + 1), p/ip + 1)) of Theorem D2' is the
triangle within which Case 8 holds. This triangle is stable under the transformation (a,, a2) —>(1 - ax + a2, 1 - a2), which is in fact an automorphism of
order three. The statement and proof of Theorem D3', parallel to D2', are left
to the interested reader.
6. The universal family of formal groups with congruence-torsion subgroups
of order p. In this section, K will be a field complete with respect to a discrete
rank-one valuation v which extends thep-adic valuation on Qp.
Definition.
Let n > 1, and let C be a closed cone in Rn+1 that contains
(0, 0, ..., 0, 1). If /(/„ .. ., t„) = 2a, aMM is a ^-formal Laurent series,/is
C-bounded if for every M = IT?., t°>(M\(ex(M), e2(M), ..., e„(M), v(aM)) E
C. The set of C-bounded /^-formal Laurent series will be denoted L,A[C).

Proposition

a. If C is a closed cone in R"+1 that contains (0, 0, ... , 0, 1)

but contains no lines, then LK(C) is a commutative ring, without zero-divisors,
local, and integrally closed.
If furthermore C is defined by finitely many Q-linear inequalities, then LK(C)

is noetherían.
Proof. The hypothesis that C contains no lines means exactly that the dual
body CD has nonempty interior.
The set of monomials in K[tx, t2, . . ., tn, txx, . . . , t~x] can be mapped
into R"+ ' in a natural way:

a*'1 ■ ■ • C -* («i. e2, . . . , e„, v(a)).
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v(a2)

v(a{)

Case

Vertices of [p]r

Vertices of [p]A

1
2
3
4
5

atp

atp only

but not

at neither p norp2

atp2

atp2 only

at bothp andp2
atp2 only

at both
at bothp andp2
p andp2

atp only
at bothp andp2
Let \p be a fixed functional in the interior of CD; we define W¿. LK(C) -» R
U {oo} by the rule W+(0) = + oo, and W^M aMM) = infMW(i(aMM))).
This infimum is actually a minimum. We have, for/ g £ LK(C): W^(f) > 0;

W^f) = oo if and only if / = 0; and W+(f + g) > min(W+(f), W¿g)). The
group LK(C) is thus topologized by the subgroups Sm = {/: W^(f) > m),
and is complete with respect to this topology, because of ICs completeness
with respect to v.

Multiplication in LK(C) is to be defined by the rule
\ M

)\

M

I

U \MH=U

I
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which will make sense if each sum ~2MN-uaMhN IS convergent in K, or what
is the same, if for each m there are only finitely many pairs (M, N) with
v(aMbN) < m and MN = U. But this follows immediately from the facts that
Wf,(aMM) > 0 and W^ibNN) > 0 always, and that given v there are only
finitely many (M, N) for which W^{aMM) < v and W^bNN) < v.
One now sees that for / and g in the ring LK(C), W^(fg) = W^if) +
W^ig). Thus LKiC) is an integral domain. If fix) = ~ZMaMM £ LKiC), and
u(a,) > 0, then W^if) > 0 and/is topologically nilpotent. If t>(a,) = 0, then/
is a unit in LKiC): so LK(C) is local.
In case the cone C in Rn+ ' is defined by finitely many Q-linear inequalities,
it is not hard to see that under addition, the integral points in C form a
finitely generated semigroup. Hence LK(C) is noetherian in this case.
Call K[tx, ...,/„, if1, ... , t~x] = L», and L°Kn LK(C) = L^C). If p is
any linear functional on R" + 1 for which p(0, 0, . . ., 0, 1) > 0, then Wp:
L^-»Ru
{oo}isa rank-one valuation, and pL%= {/ £ L£: Wp(f) > 0} is
clearly an integrally closed ring. Furthermore, L£(C) = D pec°(p^)'
so
that L%(C) is integrally closed. Now LK(C) is the completion of L%(C) with
respect to the topology induced by the single valuation W^ (^ still in the
interior of CD), and in the case that C is defined by finitely many g-linear
inequalities, L%(C) is of finite type over the ring of «-integers of K, so that
LK(C) is also integrally closed. In the general case, LK(C) = H r LK(T)
where T runs through all cones containing C such that T is defined by finitely
many g-linear inequalities, so that LK(C) is again integrally closed. Q.E.D.
The following is an easy exercise.
Proposition ß. In R\ h > 1, let the cone Ch be defined as the set of all
(ex, e2, . . . , eh_x, e) satisfying the inequalities

2 (p'-p*k + (p'-i)ë>o,
*=-i
ë > 0,
e, > 0,

2 < i < ä,

2 < i < A - 1.

iNh)

Then the dual cone ChDconsists of the functional
A-l

il>:(ex, ...,

eÄ_„ c}-+ 2 aiei + ««
i

for which
(p' - l)a, < (p - l)a, + (p' - p)a,
iph -

l)a,

2 < i < h - 1,

< iph -p)ä,

0 < a„

1 < / < h - 1, and 0 < ä.

(7VA*)
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A functional \¡/ which is strictly positive on all nonzero elements of Ch is
necessarily in the interior of ChD,and so for such a \p, the inequalities (TV*)will
be strict.

Definition. Let A > 1. The ring &h is L^(CA).
Note that C2 is defined by only two inequalities, and that
Zp[[t,p/t,pp/tp+x]\
The following is a direct consequence of Propositions a and ß.

8^ =

Proposition y. Let A be a rank-one valuation ring whose valuation function
v extends the p-adic valuation on Zp. If <|>:&h -» A is a continuous morphism,
then the h-tuple (t?(<K'i))>. . . , £>(<K'a-i))>') satisfies the strict inequalities
iN¿); conversely, if (a,, . . ., ah_x) is an (A — Vy-tuple of elements of A for
which (t?(a,), .. ., viah_x), 1) satisfies the strict inequalities (N£), then there is
a unique continuous morphism </>:6BA-» A for which $(/A = a,.

Theorem E. Let K0, Aq, K,A,m, T„ and A, be as in Theorem B, and let
&k = &h ®z A0. Then there is a unique (A — l)-tuple nit) of elements of the

maximal ideal 9ILA'of &k, and a unique f E Homfii(IT,,A,^) ímcAthat fix) =
xp mod 91lA'.If F is a formal group over A, such that F X iA/m) = T0 X
iA0/pA0), and such that F has a congruence-torsion subgroupscheme of order p,
then there is a unique morphism of local rings &k -> A, í, -» a,, ímcA that Ta is
*-isomorphic to F.

Proof. Unramifiedness ofvl0 over Zp implies that &'h = LKiCh).
Let [p]r(x) = 2°°.! e,x'. We know that if ps~x<i<p*,
then

c, E

(p, /,,...,
íí_1). In particular, if / <p, then c, E p&k. Also cp = tx + pd, but
sincep/i, £ &k>cp is a unit times tv
To apply the Local Factorization Principle to [p]r, we need first to verify
that for i <p, cf~p/cp"~¡ E 91L¿,which is true since pph~p/tp"~x £ 9IL^.
Also we need to verify that if 1 < i < p <j, then c\~pcf~'/'c¿~' £ <3TLÄ',
i.e.
that y¡j = pJ~pcf~'/tJx~' E <31LA',
but in view of the immediately preceding
remarks, it is enough to show this for / <ph. If p </ <p2, then c, = ap +
ßtx, so p/tx £ 9HA'implies immediately that yy £ 911^. Now let ps < j <
ps+x, 1 <s < A. Any monomial appearing in y0 will be an ^„-multiple of a
monomial of form pa°+j~ptxa*+i~Jt2a2■ • • t°; where the a's are nonnegative,
1 < / < p, and a0 + a, + • • • +as = p — i. Let us look at the mth inequality from the list iNh): we must check that
m-l

ipm - p)iax + I - j) + 2

(pm-pk)ak

+ ipm-l)iao+j-p)>0.

k=2

In case 5 > m, we rewrite the left-hand side as
2
k=0

(pm - Pk)ak

+ ipm - p)i + ip - l)j - pm+x + p
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which is nonnegative, since / >pm and i > 1. In case s < m, the summation
now runs only to s, and we write the left-hand side of our inequality as

KM

pi - 2 p\

+ (p - iV -pm+l+p

k=0

> -Ps(i + 2
= -Ps+x+p

a*j + (Ps - P)i + (P+ ips-p)i

+ ip-

0/ + P

1)7,

again nonnegative, since/ > ps.
Thus [p]r (x) has a monic factor of degree p, g,(x), with coefficients in &k,
and in fact g,(x) = xp mod "DIL^,and g,(0) > 0. g, defines a flat subscheme of
the finite ffiA'-groupscheme ker([p]r ). To show that this scheme
Spec(6BA'[[x]]/(g,(x))) is a subgroupscheme,
we need only show that
r,(&(*)> 8,iy)) is contained in the ideal (g,(x), g,(v)) of &k[[x, y]]. What we
know, from the Local Factorization Principle and Proposition y, is that
whenever <j>:&k —»A', </>(/,)= a,, is a continuous morphism into the ring of
integers in a finite field extension K' of KQ, ga(x) defines a subgroupscheme

of ker[p]r .
Since the p2 elements x'yJ, 0 < i <p,
&h[[x,y]]/(g,(x), g,(y)) over <£A',we have

0 < j <p,

form a free basis for

p-\

r,(g,(4&W)= 2 V')*y

mod(g,(x),g,oo)

for suitable A,-,(i)E (£,,'. But each A^Oj, . . . , iÄ_!) is a Laurent series with
nonempty domain of convergence (once A' is highly-enough ramified over
A0), given in fact by the inequalities (./V*); and A^i) is zero no matter how (i)
is evaluated at an (A — l)-tuple (a) of elements of A' in this domain of
convergence. Thus Ay(/) = 0, as a glance at the Newton copolytope shows.
That the groupscheme just constructed is the kernel of a morphism /:
T, -» A^(/)follows from the universal property of A.
Finally, supposing that F X iA/m) = T0 X iA0/pA0), we have a unique
'-isomorphism between Ta and F for some (A — l)-tuple of elements of m.
Since Ta has a congruence-torsion
subgroupscheme
of order p,
(v(ax), . . . , v(ah_x), 1) satisfies the strict inequalities (^V*), by Theorem A;
by Proposition y, the map /l0[[i]] ~* A, /, -» a,, extends to a morphism from

â^toA.

Q.E.D.

Let us return to the case A = 2. If we have a pair T„ A, of formal groups of
height two, as specified in Theorem C2, then over ($£ there is a lifting of the
Frobenius morphism, /: r, —»A„(/). In particular, tt(í) is a Laurent series, in
^2 = A0[[t,p/1,pp/tp+x]],
whose valuation-function, vw, we know, at least on
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the open interval (0,p/(p + 1)): v„(0 = pi if 0 < £< l/(p + 1), vn(0 = 1
—£ if l/(p + 1) < £ <p/(p + 1). This is the content of Theorem C2. Since
we know the copolygon of tt(í), we also know the polygon: there is a segment
running from (—1, 1) to (p, 0), and no other segments have negative slopes
greater than —p/(p + 1). If now K is an overfield of K0, complete with
respect to a valuation extending the p-adic valuation on K0, and ß E K with
v(ß) > 0, we may try to solve the equation ir(t) = ß for t. In case v(ß) >
\/(p + 1), the polygon of m(t) — ß is the same as that of ir(/), and the
general theory of factorization of Laurent series, e.g. [6, p. 53, Proposition 2],
shows that there are p + 1 roots a of w(/) — ß, all with via) = l/(p + 1),
corresponding to the unique monic polynomial over K which divides irit) —
ß, and whose Newton polygon has only the two vertices (0, 1) and (p + 1, 0).
In case l/(p + 1) < viß) <p/ip
+ 1), the polygon of irit) — ß has a vertex
at (0, viß)), and two segments with slopes between —pUp + 1) and 0, while
in case 0 < viß) < l/(p + 1), the polygon of w(i) — ß has only one segment
with slope between —p/ip + 1) and 0, that being of length p. We thus have:

Theorem F. Let K0, A0, K, A, T„ and A, be as in Theorem C2. There is a
Laurent series 7r(/) E AJ¡[t,p/t,pp/tp+x]]
such that whenever a E A and
0 < via) <p/ip
+ 1), there is a lifting f: Ta —»A„(a) of the Frobenius morphism, whose kernel is a congruence-torsion subgroup ofTa.
If ß £ A and viß) > p/ip + 1), there are, in any large enough finite field
extension of K, p + 1 elements a such that tria) = ß. They all satisfy via) =

l/ip + 1).
If ß G A and l/ip

+ 1) < viß) <p/ip

+ 1), there is one a E K with

via) = 1 — viß) and -nia) = ß, and in any large enough finite field extension
of K there are p elements a' with tria') = ß, and they all satisfy via') =
viß)/p.
If ß El A and 0 < viß) < l/(p + 1), there are, in any large enough finite
field extension of K, p elements a' with "nia') = ß, and they all satisfy via') =

viß)/p.
To see that all the a's found are distinct, we can use the derivative of irit).
By extending the base, from A0[[t,p/t,pp/tp+x]]
to iA0/pA0)[[t]], one sees
that the only unit coefficient of wit) is the one appearing in degree p. Because
the polygon of Tr(t) has a vertex at (— 1, 1) and no segments to the left of that
point with slope greater than —p/(p + 1), t2m'(t)/p is not only in
A0[[t,p/t,pp/tp
+ x]], but is also a unit there: so has no roots a with 0 < v(a)

<p/ip

+ 1).

7. Appendix. Proof of the Local Factorization Principle. Throughout this
section r will be a fixed positive integer, and n will be an unspecified integer
greater than r. Most objects defined or constructed will depend on n, but they
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will be subscripted with n only when this is necessary. So, below, A0 = A°,

F = F„, etc.
We work with the ring A0 = Z[t0, tx, . . . , t„, t~x\, the degree of a monomial M = t£°txe'• ■ ■ tji" is 2e„ and the moment of M is 20 "" r)ei- A polynomial in which all monomials have the same degree, respectively moment, is
called homogeneous, respectively isobaric.
Set I = (f0, . . . , tr_x, tr+x, . . ., t„), an ideal of A0, and A = the 7-adic
completion of A0.

Lemma Apl. Lei Fix) = 2"_0 ',*' E A°[x]. Then /rF(x) /actors /« A[x]:
trFix) = Gix)Hix), with

deg(G) = /-, deg(7/) = «-/-,
iAe highest coefficientof G is tr,
G(x) s trxr mod /,

W

7f(x) = /, mod /.
Furthermore, the coefficient of x' in G is a power series that is homogeneous
of degree 1 and isobaric of moment i — r, while the coefficient of x' in H is
homogeneous of degree 1 and isobaric of moment i.
Finally, this is the only factorization of trFix) as a product of A-polynomials

satisfying (a).
The proof proceeds by the simplest kind of Hensel's Lemma argument.
Let T be the set of monomials in A0 of form t{~rtj~'/tJr~',

for 0 < i < r <

j < n, and let S be the set of all nontrivial monomials in A0 of degree and
moment zero. Then T c S, and in fact a proof by induction on the number
of variables appearing in the monomial M shows:
Lemma Ap2. (a) If M E S, there is an integer N > 0 such that MN is a
product of elements of T.

Ço)If M is a monomial in the ideal (i0, . . ., t¡) of A0, with deg(M) = 1 and
momentiM) — i — r < 0, then there is an N > 0 such that MN is writable as a
monomial of Z[t0, . . . , /„] times an element of S.

(c) If M is a monomial in the ideal (/„ ...,/„)

of A0, with deg(M) = 1 and

momentiM) =/—/->
0, then there is an N > 0 such that MN is writable as a
monomial of Z[t0, ...,/„]
times an element of S.

One sees that the coefficients of G are Z-linear combinations of monomials
satisfying condition (b) of Lemma Ap2. These monomials are consequently
integral over Z[t0, . . ., t„][T]. Likewise, the coefficients of H are Z-linear
combinations of monomials satisfying condition (c), so these monomials are
also integral over Z[/q, . . . , t„][T] c A0.
Let us call B° the integral closure of Z[t0,. . . , tn][T], in its fraction-field.
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Then B° c A0. Let J be the ideal (5) of B°. We have Jm c Im, but the 7-adic
topology on B° is definitely stronger than the (restriction of the) 7-adic
topology: t™ -» 0 7-adically but not 7-adically. However, it is our aim to show
now that the 7-adic and 7-adic topologies agree on any of the spaces Dm of
isobaric polynomials in A°[x] of moment m.
Lemma Ap3. Let M be a monomial in A0, of moment m, contained in I",
where v = n\m\ + r\n — rf + /i(n - r)r/2. Then M = MgS, where s E T
and M0 is a monomial in A0 of the same degree and weight as M.

Proof. Set M = t$t'' • ■ ■ /*, so that we have
e0 + ■ ■ ■ +er_,

+ er+1 + • • • + en > n\m\ + r\n

- r)2 + m{n ~ r) ,

and consequently either

(case i)
e0+

■ ■ ■ +er_x

(/i - /•)(« - r + l)r2
> r\m\ + ^-^-L_

or else
(case ii)

<W. + ■■■ +en>in-

..
r(r + l)(n - rf
r)\m\ + -*-1-'-.

In case i, one of e0, . . ., er_x must be at least \m\ + (n — r)(/j — r +
\)r/2, and so at least n — r. In case ii, one of er+x, . . ., en must be at least
\m\ + rir + l)(/i - r)/2, and so at least r.
If in case i all of er+ „ . . . , en are less than r, then moment(/r%+/ • • • in'-)

would be less than r + 2r + ■ ■ ■ +(« — /•)/•= r(/i — /-)(/i — r + l)/2, while
moment(i0e» • • • /,*-/) < - (n - r)(/i - r + \)r/2 - \m\, so that
moment(AZ) < — \m\ < m, a contradiction. Thus in this case we must have
one ek > r, r < k < n, and our previously found e¡ > n — r, 0 < i < r. In
particular, ek> r — i and e, > k — r, so that M = M ¿s, s — tk~rtk~' /tk~'.
The rest of the proof, for case ii, is similar, and since deg(s) = moment(j) =
0, there is nothing else to prove.
It follows that for fixed moment, the 7-adic and 7-adic topologies agree.
Consequently we define B to be the 7-adic completion of B°, and we see that
F factors over B. It only remains to observe that B is still integrally closed.
But B° is of finite type as a Z-algebra, so excellent, and thus its 7-adic
completion is integrally closed, since B° is.
One says that a topological ring is linearly topologized if it has a neighborhood base at 0 consisting of ideals.
Definition. Let R be a linearly topologized ring, and/ E R[x]. A pair of
Ä-polynomials (g, A) such that gh = f constitutes a Newton factorization off
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if for every rank-one valuation ring (R0, V), every continuous morphism </>:
7? -> Ro for which f* ¥= 0, every root p of g* in the fraction field K0 of Ä0,
and every root o of A* in K0, we have oo > F(p) > K(a).
Definition. Let 7? be a linearly topologized integral domain, and let
fix) = 2"_o o,x' E 7?[x]. We will say that/has
a vertex at r if ar J= 0 and if
for all /,/ with 0 < i < r <j < n, aj~raJ~'/aJr~'
is an analytically nilpotent
element of R. If moreover a¡/ar E 7? for all /' < r, we will say that f has a
nonascending earlier segment; or if ai/a, £ R for all /"> r, we will say that /
has a nondescending later segment.
Lemma Ap4. If R is a linearly topologized integral domain which is separated,
complete, and integrally closed, and iff E R[x] has a vertex at r, then:
(a) 7/a, is the coefficient of xr inf, then aj has a Newton factorization ig, h)

where g, h E 7?[x] and deg(g) = r.
(b) Iff has a nonascending earlier segment, then f has a Newton factorization
ig, h) where g, A E 7?[x] and g is monic of degree r.
(c) If f has a nondescending later segment, then f has a Newton factorization

ig, h) where g, h e. R[x], deg(g) = r, and A(0) = 1.

Proof,

(a) Let fix) = 2?_0 a,x'. The morphism Z[t0, . . ., t„] -> R by

t¡ —»a, can be extended uniquely to <b:B -^ R, and we need only verify that
(G*, 77*) constitutes a Newton factorization of arf = (^F)*. To do this, we
must show that (G, 77) is a Newton factorization of trF.
Let \p: B -» 7?0 be continuous, where (7?0, V) is a rank-one valuation ring
and \¡/(tr) ¥" 0, and suppose that the smallest / for which \¡/(t¡) =£ 0 is / = p.
Consider the coefficient y of xp in G: it is homogeneous of degree 1, isobaric
of moment p — r < 0. Any monomial appearing in y contains at least one of
t0, . . . , tp, so that y = 8' + 8, where \p(8') = 0, and every monomial in 8 has
tp appearing. Among these monomials is tp itself, which occurs with
coefficient 1. Thus by Lemma Ap2(a), S is a unit in B times tp, and
y(^(y)) = Vititp))4- the Newton polygons NF and NG, of F* and G* respectively, have their first vertex at (p, F(i//(y))). Since G* divides F*, if there is a
segment of NG of slope u and length X, there will also be a segment of NF of
slope p and length X' > X. Hence NG lies nowhere below NF. But the last
vertex of NG is (/-, V(\¡/(tr))), which is also a vertex of A^. Thus the nonvertical
segments of NG coincide with segments of NF. To the right of (r, V(\p(tr))),
then NF coincides with a suitable translate of the Newton polygon of 77'''.
Since all slopes of NF to the left of (r, V(\p(tr))) are less than all slopes to the
right, roots of G* have greater V-value than the roots of 77*.
(b) We have <p:B -» 7?, i, -> a„ and we need only show that G*/ar E R[x].
The ideal 7 of B° is generated by finitely many elements {sx,. . ., sN] oi S.
Hence the ideals Jk = (sx, .. . ,st) ot B form a neighborhood base at zero
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for the 7-adic topology of B. Consider the coefficient y¡ of x' in G, where
i < r: y, is a sum of monomial terms, only finitely many of which are outside
Jk for any given k. A term t of y, that is in Jk will be writable in the form
t = cMsk, with c E Z, 1 < v < N, and M a monomial that is necessarily of
degree 1 and moment /' — r. One of the variables tQ, . . . , /, definitely appears
in M; say tx does, 0 < X < /'. Since (M/tr)r~K is of degree zero and moment
(/' — /•)(/• — X), and

since

r — X > r — i, we

may

write

(M/tr)r~x

=

(tx/trY~'M', where M' E S c 5, and cí>(íA)/<KO
E 7? by hypothesis. Thus
cj(M)/ar is integral over 7?, so in 7?, and we see not only that <$j)/ar is in 7?,
but also that the sum of all such terms is convergent in 7Î, i.e. <KY,)/a,. £ R.

(c) Apply part (b) to x"/(l/x).
Consider
now the power

series F(x) = 2°10 t¡x', over proj
lim„ Z[t0, . . . , tn], which factors over proj lim Bn. There is no possibility of
there being a morphism from this last ring to a ring 7? of the type mentioned
in Lemma Ap4, if the power series fix) = 2a,x' has a vertex at r. Rather we
take each coefficient of G = proj lim Gn and of 77 = proj lim 77„ and use the
additional hypothesis of finite contingent order to show that the infinite sum

deduced from each coefficient is convergent in 7?.
In accordance with the definition given in §1, we will say that a power
series fix) = 2a,x' defined over a linearly topologized integral domain R,
with a vertex at r, has contingent order less than n (where n > r) if for all
i < r, a"~r/a"~'
is analytically nilpotent in 7?. In case 7? is integrally closed,
aj ar will then be in R and analytically nilpotent.

Lemma Ap5 (Continuity

of the roots).

Let R be a linearly topologized

integral domain which is separated, complete, and integrally closed, and let
fix) = 2a,x' E 7?[[x]] be a power series with a vertex at r, and with finite
contingent order. If fK(x) = 2f=0 a,x', and (gK, hK) is the Newton factorization
°f Su given by Lemma Ap4(b), then there are coefficientwise limits A = lim^ hK
E 7?[[x]] and g = \imK gK E 7?[x], a monic polynomial all of whose lower
coefficients are analytically nilpotent.

Proof. Suppose/has contingent order less than n.
The coefficient of x" in G = proj lim GN or in 77 = proj lim 77^ is an
infinite Z-linear combination of monomials, each in B„ for some N. We have
a consistent family of morphisms <¡>N
: BN -» R induced by t¡ —>a,, so that if M
is a monomial in BN, we can simply write <>(M) instead of <}>N(M).We must
show, given a > 0 and any open ideal St in R, that there is an N0 so large that
if A^ > N0 and tN appears in a monomial M of the coefficient of xa in 77(x)
or G(x)/tr, then </>(Ai)E 21. Since the ajar (0 < / < r) are all analytically
nilpotent elements of R, there is a A;so large that any product of k of these is

in 31.
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The coefficient of x" in 77(x). In this case we take N0 = a + (k + l)r, and
look at any monomial M appearing that contains tN. for N' > N0. We have
M E BN. for some N' > N, and the degree and moment of M are 1 and a,
respectively, so that moment(A7^ ') = a — (TV— r) < — kr. Thus if M =

n?_0 tf, degfll^o t?) > k, so that we may write M = <TI*_,tjtk)M'

with

ij < r, deg(A/') = 1, and
k

moment(M')

= a + ^ ir — 0 < a + kr < N — r.
y-i

Call p = moment(Af ') + r < N. Since p — r > 0 and M' is still in the ideal
itp, . . . , tN, . . . , tN,) of A%., M' is still in B%,, by Lemma Ap2(c), and

<KM)£ 91.
The coefficient of xa in G(x)/tr. We may assume at the outset that
k > r(n — r + 1), and we take N0= a + max(kr, r(r + l)(/i — r)/2). If M is
a monomial appearing that contains tN for N > AT0,then again M £ B% for
some AT > N, but deg(Af) = 0, moment(M) = a — r < 0. Now moment

(M/^ ') = a - N < - r(r + l)(n - r)/2, and if M = Ilf_o t?, there must be
at least one i < r with e¡ > n - r, so that M = (t,"~r/t"~i)

■trr~l~x ■M'

where deg(Af ) = 1 and moment(M') = a — r + (n — r)(/ — r) < a — r <
0. Since tN appears in M' = LT^10tp, we see as before that moment(Af i^1)
< - kr, so that we may write AT = (Ií)_, t¡/tk)M" with /, < r, deg(Af") =

1, and
k

moment(M')

= a — r + (n — r)(i — r) + 2 (r ~ '/)
7-1

> a - r + in - /•)(/ - r) + k > 0

by the original specification of k, and also

moment(M")

<« + (*-

l)r + (» - /•)(/ - r) < N0 < N,

so that again Lemma Ap2(c) applies and M" E 7i^.. As a result, <K^/) e 21,
and the proof is done.
For the proof of the Local Factorization Principle, everything is now done,
except for verifying that if -ty: R -* R0 is a continuous morphism into a
rank-one valuation ring (7?,,, V), and p, o are roots of g*, A* respectively, in
the fraction-field of R0, then V(p) > V(a). We have g* = limN g^ and A* =
lim^ A^, coefficientwise limits in 7?o[[x]], and we know that for each N, the
first nonvertical slope of the Newton polygon of Aj£is greater than the last
nonvertical slope of the Newton polygon of g$, and that this latter number is
negative. Also the Newton polygon of g* is the same as those of all g$ for
TV > A^0; let a be the slope of the last nonvertical segment of the Newton
polygon of g*, and let o E R0 with V(o) > - a. Since V(o) > 0, h^a) =
lim^ h$(o); for N > N0, — V(o) is less than any slope of a nonvertical
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segment of the Newton polygon of h$, so that V(h$(o)) = V(h$(0)) and in
particular h*io) ¥= 0.
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